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Warning.

The following contains the names and images of deceased Aboriginal people from the north and central Kimberley region of Western Australia. It is not to be published without the permission of the author. Some informants contributed to this research on the understanding that it would be seen only by examiners and supervisors and that publication to a wider audience would occur after further consultation with the informants or their representatives.
Abstract

'No more head stockman, he's a chairman now':
The Making and Breaking of the Pastoral System
in the Kimberley Ranges, 1903-1972.

This thesis examines Aboriginal pastoral workers' life stories in the context of the two mass movements in Kimberley history: the move toward pastoral stations in the 'early days' of this century and away from them in the 1960s and 1970s. In the northern ranges region of the Kimberley pastoral settlement began in 1903, with a second phase of intense settlement from 1920. The recency of settlement in this region meant that in the late 1980s people were alive who had experienced both 'first contact' and the arrival of 'Welfare'. This study places Aboriginal life story narratives in a wider historical context, drawn from written archives and a range of oral testimonies about the origins and development of the pastoral system in the north and central Kimberley. The broader economic and political context which affected the process of incorporating northern ranges people into the Australian nation is examined through individual contacts and biographies to develop the patterns of alliances with 'Bosses' and the impact of Welfare on those relationships.

In 1971, small reserves on the outskirts of Kimberley towns which catered for 20 to 40 people in the 1950s, held up to 300 residents who were previously living on pastoral stations. The overcrowded and unserviced fringe camps were thought to contain people displaced from station employment by the decision to enforce equal wages for Aborigines in the pastoral industry. It is one of the contentions of this thesis that the social and economic foundations of the old rationing system on most of the stations in the northern Kimberley were crumbling before the award wages decision and its application to the Kimberley in 1969. The 'eviction after award wages' theme underestimates Aboriginal agency in the migration process, fails to take account of their changing social and economic requirements and the pull of Welfare support, glorifies the period of 'settlement' on stations and reinforces the 'myth of the lazy native' which underpinned public debate and Arbitration Commission discussions in the 1960s about the inclusion of Aboriginal workers within the Pastoral Industry Award.
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Some of the people

Allenbrae, Campbell. Born about 1925 on Kurunjie station. Father and mother worked with Afghan sandalwooders. Head stockman at Kurunjie late 1940s and early 1950s. Wife Dargie, stockwoman on Kurunjie.


Howendon, Harry. Born about 1914 in the bush. Fred Merry named him about 1922 at Mt Barnett station camp.


Karraworla, Mary. Born about 1905. Taken from the bush by Jack Carey after her father was shot in about 1919. Accompanied Carey throughout the violent 1920s in the Mt Barnett and Gibb River region.


Maggie Ghi. Born in the bush around 1920. Father and mother removed her from the Kurunjie homestead and hid her in the bush. Around 1930, captured by Rosie Mumungulya and Jack Campbell from Kurunjie station. Camp cook and
stockwoman, worked contract musters to Wyndham for Scotty Salmond in the 1940s and 1950s.

**Martin, Scotty.** Came in to Mt Elizabeth 1947 aged about eight. Became head stockman in the 1960s. Chairman of Dodnun Aboriginal Community.

**Midmee, Barbara.** Born on Tableland station late 1920s. Stock woman and cook. Sister of Mick Jowalji.

**Mobby, Larry Murphy.** Born about 1900. Father speared and killed. Jack Carey’s assistant. Stockman at Gibb River station until his death in the late 1960s.

**Morndingali, Morndi Munro.** Known also as Billy Munro. Born at a muster camp on Napier Downs station around 1912. Father captured by police in the 1880s and mother captured at the Barnett police station about 1908. Munro became head stockman of Napier Downs, Kimberley Downs and Meda between 1955 and 1972.

**Mamangulya, Rosie.** Born in the bush. Mother captured for work at Kurunjie where Rosie grew up in the 1920s. Worked as a stockwoman and homestead camp boss at Kurunjie station. Acted as a tracker for Jack Campbell in the 1920s when he explored the Drysdale river region looking for people to work at Kurunjie.

**Ngulit, Fat Paddy.** Born 1890s near Mount Barnett. Confronted and escaped from Jack Carey about 1919. Stockman at Mt Barnett and Napier Downs.

**Umungul, Susie.** Born in the bush about 1910. Rescued from a massacre of her family group by Mary Karraworla. Built the first bark hut on Gibb River station. Noted horserider and saddler.

**Weeda Munro (Nyanulla).** Wife of Morndingali. Born in the bush near Mt Joseph in the King Leopold Ranges about 1915. Grew up and trained for stock work on Mt Hart station. Renowned stockwoman. Father Wundigul.
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